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Abst ract - - ln terva l  nalysis has led to improved munerical algorithms both for the solution of noulin- 
ear equations and for nonlinem- optimization. In fact, interval analysis has made possible algorithms 
for solving a problem often predicted to be numerically insoluble---the nonlinear global optimization 
problem. In this paper, we survey interval methods for solving noulinear equations and optimization. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Two related problems of considerable practical importance are: numerical solution of systems of 
nonlinear equations and numerical optimization. Use of interval analysis has provided both im- 
proved algorithms for solving problems as well as new algorithms for solving previously insoluble 
problems. 
In this paper, we survey the properties and capabilities of interval methods and include a bit 
of their history. In particular, we consider: 
(1) obtaining uaranteed bounds on a solution; 
(2) finding all solutions; 
(3) numerical proof of existence or nonexistence of a solution; convergence properties; and 
(4) guaranteed computation of a global optimum. 
In Section 2, we define interval arithmetic as well as some of its properties and consequences. 
Section 3 contains a brief discussion of vectors and matrices of intervals and systems of equations 
with an interval coefficient matrix. We then consider nonlinear equations. Section 4 contains the 
case of one variable and Section 5 discusses ystems. Global optimization is the subject of Sec- 
tion 6. Section 7 lists the steps of an interval algorithm for the inequality constrained optimization 
problem. The final section contains a summary and an assessment of interval methods. 
2. INTERVAL ANALYSIS 
In this section, we review some of the relevant aspects of interval analysis. For a more thorough 
treatment of the subject, see [1-3]. We begin by defining interval arithmetic followed by a brief 
discussion of some implementation considerations. Finally, we define an interval function together 
with some of its properties. 
~.1. Definition of Interval Arithmetic 
Let X = [a, b] denote the closed interval on the real line defined by finite points a and b with 
a < b (see footnote:). Denote the width of X by w(X)  = b - a. In practice, a and b will be 
machine representable numbers. Similarly, denote Y = [c,d], where c _< d. Let • denote one of 
the arithmetic operations +, - ,  x, o r / .  Interval arithmetic is defined by: 
X*Y={z*y  : zEX ,  yEY} .  
The authors wish to thank Arnold Neunuder for his comments on an earlier draft of this paper. His suggestlon 
and critichmm were very helpful in improving the paper. 
1Throughout this paper we use lowercase letters for real scalars and uppercase letters for intervals. 
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It is easily seen that: 
X+Y=[a+c,  b+d], 
X -Y=[a-d ,  b-c], 
X×Y=[min(a×c, a×d, bxc, bxd) ,  max(a x c, a×d, bxc, b x d)]. 
If 0 ~t Y, then 
X/Y  = [rrdn(a/c, a/d, b/c, b/d), max(a/c, a/d, b/c, b/d)]. 
If c = d = 0, we set X/Y = [-c~, oo]. If 0 E Y and c < d, then 
X/Y  = 
[b/c, oo] if b _< 0 and d - O, 
{[-oo, b/d~, [b/c, oo]) if b _< 0 and c < 0 < d, 
[-oo, b/d] if b <_ 0 and c = 0, 
[-¢¢~, oo] i fa < 0 < b, 
[-oo, a/c] if a >_ 0 and d = 0, 
{[-oo, a/c], [a/d, oo]} if a >_ 0 and c < 0 < d, 
[a/d, oo] if a _> 0 and c = O. 
(2.1.1) 
In this case the result is not finite. However, in our applications, when X/Y is computed, it 
will be intersected with a finite interval. (The definition of intersection is the usual one from 
set theory). Although the result is finite, it can be a single interval, two intervals, or the empty 
interval. Thus, with little added complication, we allow division by zero in practice. 
When computing with interval arithmetic, if a left endpoint is not machine repre~mtable, it is 
rounded to the nearest arithmetically smaller machine number. A right endpoint is rounded to 
the nearest arithmetically larger machine number. This is termed outward rounding. 
g.g. Implementation Considerations 
Interval arithmetic is slower than ordinary arithmetic for three reasons. First, for each arith- 
metic operation, we must compute two interval endpoints instead of a single number. 
Second, it is sometimes necessary to do wasted computation. We defined interval multiplication 
as ff four products had to be computed to obtain two endpoints. Actually this is necessary only if 
both input intervals of the product contain zero. Otherwise, the two desired product inputs can 
be selected merely by examining the signs of the endpoints of the two initial intervals. See [3]. 
However, even examining the signs of endpoints takes time on a computer. 
Third, to implement outward rounding may he time consuming if hardware does not exist. 
The IEEE floating point arithmetic standard specifies that the rounding direction be specifiable. 
This option is available on the Intel 8087 chip as well as others. Thus directed rounding should 
not continue to be slow. 
Hardware implementation of interval arithmetic ould produce ndpoints using parallel com- 
putation. Thus, interval arithmetic ould be made comparable in speed to ordinary arithmetic. 
A dedicated compiler can simplify the programming by allowing intervals to be declared a 
special data type. This is done for example, in the M77 Fortran compiler, developed at the 
University of Minnesota. See [4]. With this compiler, but without hardware rounding options, 
interval arithmetic is about five times slower than ordinary arithmetic. Languages allowing 
operator overloading for user defined variable types, such as Ada, C++ and Fortran 8x, eliminate 
the need for special compilers. 
g.3. Definition of Interval Function 
An interval function is an interval valued function of one or more variables. See [1-3]. An 
interval function F(X1, . . . ,  X,)  (see footnote 2) of intervals X1, . . . ,  X,, is said to be an inter~ai 
eztension of a real function f ( z l , . . . ,  z , )  if 
f (X l , . . . ,Xn)  ~ F(Zl,...,Xn), 
2Note that  we capitalize the interval extension of a red  function writt¢~ in lowercMe. 
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whenever zi E Xi for all i = 1 , . . . ,  n. An interval function, F, is said to be inclusion monotonic 
if Xi C Y~(i = 1, . . .  n) implies: 
F(X1, . . .  ,Xn) C F(Y1,. . .  ,Yn). 
We can evaluate a real rational function using a finite sequence of real arithmetic operations. If we 
replace the real variables by intervals and replace the real arithmetic steps by the corresponding 
interval arithmetic operations, we have constructed an inclusion monotonic interval extension of 
the real function. 
For interval extensions of irrational functions, we use a rational approximation, as is always 
done in computing. We then widen the interval result by adding an interval accounting for the 
approximation error. The result is an inclusion monotonic interval function. 
The power of interval methods in solving nonlinear equations, optimization and in other ap- 
plications, is a result of the following theorem due to Moore, [2,3]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let F(X1, . . . ,  X, )  be an inclusion monotonic interval extension of a real function 
f (x l , . . . ,Xn) .  Then F(X1 , . . . , In )  conta/ns the range of f (x l , . . . , xn)  for all xi E Xi(i  = 
1, . . . .  n )  . 
Note that if we evaluate an interval function F(Xx, . . . ,  X,~) for given (X1, . . . ,  X,) ,  we gain 
infallible information about the corresponding real function f ( z l , . . . ,  x,)  for all of the continuum 
of points zi E Xi(i = 1, . . . ,  n). For the corresponding non-interval case, we obtain only approx- 
imate information for a single point. This will be of significant importance below. In particular, 
it makes possible the solution of the global optimization problem. 
In what follows, when we have a real function, say f ( zx , . . . ,  zn) and write F(X1, . . . ,  X,) ,  the 
appearance of the uppercase F will imply that F is an inclusion monotonic interval extension 
of f .  Note that F (x l , . . . ,  x,)  represents the interval evaluation of f at the point, x l , . . . ,  x, ,  
while F represents the interval evaluation of f over all xi E Xi (i = 1, . . . ,  n). 
3. L INEAR ALGEBRA 
To numerically solve systems of nonlinear equations, we shall solve a sequence of linearized 
versions. In this section, we discuss the question of solving systems of linear equations with 
interval coefficients. For further discussion of this topic, see [1-3]. 
In what follows, all vectors are of dimension and all matrices are n x n. An interval vector is 
a vector whose components are intervals. A real vector x, with components, zi, is contained in 
an interval vector, X, with components Xi, if xi E Xi, for all (i = 1,. . .  ,n) (see footnoteS). In 
this case, we write x E X. The set of points x, in an interval vector, X, comprise a region with 
planar sides parallel to the coordinate axes. We call such a region a box. 
An interval matrix is a matrix whose elements are intervals. A real matrix, A, with real 
elements, aij, is contained in an interval matrix, A I, with elements Aij, if aij E Aij for all 
i , j  = 1,.. .  ,n (see footnote4). We write A E A I. 
Let A I be an interval matrix and b ~ an interval vector. Consider the equation: 
AZx = b I. (3.1) 
The solution set of this equation is defined as: 
s = {x :Ax  = b ,A  E AZ,b E b t} .  
The set, s, is not a single interval vector, in general. See [5,6]. In practice, we settle for an 
interval vector, say X, containing s. 
aThroughout this paper, we use bold type font for vectors ~nd matrices. Thus, x and X axe real and interval 
scalars, respectively, while x and X (or x 1) are real interval vectors, respectively. 
tBecause n~trices are traditionally denoted by uppercase, interval matrices are alw~,a denoted by a super~ 
Icript "I." 
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We would like to compute the smallest interval vector containing s. If we simply solve (3.1) 
using Ganssian elimination and interval arithmetic, rounding errors cause the solution intervals 
to grow rapidly. Let B be the (approximate) computed inverse of some matrix A E A I. It was 
shown in [7] that a computed solution to (3.1) with much narrower intervals is obtained if (3.1) 
is first multiplied by B. Thus we solve: 
BAIx  = Bb  I (3.2) 
instead of (3.1). Solving (3.2) in place of (3.1) increases the computational effort. It is possible 
that iterative improvement of (interval) triangular factors of A I may make it possible to obtain 
a reasonably sharp solution of (3.1) directly without computing B. Alefeld [8] has described such 
a method. The authors know of no thorough testing of this algorithm. 
If the interval elements of A I are not too wide, the matrix BA ! in (3.2) will be strongly 
diagonally dominant. An efficient way to solve (3.2) is to simply solve the i th equation for the 1 ~h 
variable. This does not yield the narrowest possible interval vector esult. Nevertheless, in certain 
circun~tances, it is a preferred process. This is the case when equation (3.1) is a linearized version 
of a set of nonlinear equations. Because the linear equations themselves are only approximations, 
accuracy (i.e., sharpness) is less important han efficiency. Algorithms for systems of nonlinear 
equations which use the above procedure are discussed in [9,10]. 
If the elements of A I are wide intervals or if A t contains a poorly conditioned matrix, then 
BA I may not be diagonally dominant. In such cases, it will generally he difficult or impossible 
to obtain a solution of (3.2) directly. 
There exist iterative methods for solving 3.2 (e.g., see [1]). However, they are not appropriate 
in the context of this paper and we shall not discuss them. 
4. NONLINEAR EQUATIONS IN ONE VARIABLE 
Consider a nonlinear function, f(z). Assume f has a continuous derivative in the region of 
interest. From the mean value theorem: 
f(y) -- f(x) "4" (y -- X)f(~), (4.1) 
where ~ lies between z and y. Assume y is a zero of f .  Then f(y) = 0, and from 4.1: 
f ( z )  y = - -  
Let X be an interval containing z and y. Then ~ E X and hence, f'(~) E F'(X). 
Theorem 2.1.) Denote: 
= • F ' (X ) "  
We see that the following theorem due to Moore [2] holds: 
THEOREM 4.1. Ira zero, y, o f f  ex/sts in X, then for any z E X, we have y E N(z,X) .  
We define the interval Newton algorithm as follows: given an interval X0, 
(See 
F(z . )  (4.2) N(z . ,Xn)  - z .  F'(X,~)' 
Xn+I - Xn N N(zn,Xn), (4.3) 
with z .  E X. (n - 0, 1,. . .) .  It may be that N(z . ,Xn)  contains points not in X. .  Such points 
are not of interest. The purpose of (4.3) is to discard them and thus produce convergence. 
Suppose we seek the zero~ of f in an interval )Co. We simply apply this algorithm starting 
with X0. At each step, we choose zn to be in X. .  If there exists a zero of f in X•, then the mean 
value theorem's assumptions are satisfied; see (4.1). If not, the mean value theorem's conclusion 
may not be true. The "error" made in assuming the theorem applies, is that we may retain part 
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of Xn. We shall see below that subsequent iterations eliminate all of Xn when Xn contains no 
zero of f. 
This algorithm was first proposed by Moore [2]. He assumed 0 ~ F'(Xo). He proved that 
the asymptotic rate of convergence is quadratic in the sense that w(Xn+l) <_ C[w(Xn)] 2 where 
w(Xn) denotes the width of Xn. Nickel [11,12] proved the method is globally convergent. 
The method has been extended to allow 0 E FI(X). This was first done by Alefeld [13] 
and independently (but much later) by Hansen [14]. Hansen proved global convergence for the 
extended algorithm. 
Note that if 0 E Fl(Xn), the quotient F(zn)/F~(Xn) in (4.2) is computed using (2.1.1). Then 
Xn+l, as computed using (4.3), may consist of two intervals. If so, one of them is stored in a list 
and processed later. It is division by an interval containing zero that is generally the mechanism 
by which all the zeros of a function are isolated from one another. 
To discuss convergence of the extended method, it is convenient to assume the algorithm is 
always applied to the widest interval remaining in the above list. In practice, it is simpler to 
choose the interval most recently put in the list. This keep the size of the list smaller. 
In [14], the following theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 4.2. Assume i f(z) exists and is continuous for all z E Xo. Assume that both f 
and f '  have a finite number of zeros in Xo. Then the extended interval newton algorithm always 
converges in the sense that the sum of the widths of all remaining intervals at Step n goes to zero 
as  n ---+ oo .  
From Theorem 4.1 and equation (4.3), we see that the following is true: 
THEOREM 4.3. I ra zero, y, o f f  exists in Xn, then y E Xn+I for all n = 0,1,2, ... 
Thus, no zero of f in X0 is ever lost. The algorithm finds every zero of f in X0. Obversely, 
we have, as proved by Moore [2]: 
THEOREM 4.4. I f  Xn+l(n = 0, 1,2, . . . )  is empty, there is no zero o f f  in Xo. Note that if the 
algorithm deletes all of Xo, it thus proves there is no zero of f in Xo. 
A useful property of the algorithm is that it can prove the existence of a solution. The following 
theorem was proved by Hansen (see [15, p. 23]). 
THEOREM 4.5. l f  N(zn ,Xn)  C Xn, then there exists a zero o f f  in Xn. 
The condition N(Xn ,XN)  C Xn, can only occur i f0 ~ F'(zn). Otherwise N(zn ,Xn)  is not 
finite. Thus, the Mgorithm can only prove the existence of simple zeros. 
Uniqueness can also be proved. From Moore [2]: 
THEOREM 4.6. IfO ~ F'(X),  then any zero o f f  in X is unique. 
This follows because 0 ~ F ' (X)  implies that f (z)  is strictly monotonic for z 6 X. 
Theorems 4.3-4.6 remain true even when rounding errors are present, because outward round- 
ing is used in practice. Almost no extra computing is required to check whether the hypotheses 
of these theorems are satisfied. The necessary information is generated as the interval Newton 
algorithm proceeds. Theorem 4.2 also holds in practice in the sense that no failure to converge 
has ever been observed. 
The following theorems in,this section require exact interval arithmetic in the algorithm. How- 
ever, they are observed to hold true in practice. They show that the rate of convergence tosimple 
zeros is not only asymptotically quadratic, but can be rapid even in the large. 
THEOREM 4.7. (Moore [2]) Assume 0 ~ F'(Xo). Then the asymptotic rate of convergence is
quadratic; that is, for sufliciently large no, there exists a constant, C, such that w(X,+l) < 
C[W(XN)] 2 for all n > n0. 
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THi~OItI~M 4.8. Assume 0 ~ F'(Xn) and that zn is the midpoint of Xn. Then w(X,+x) _< 
w(x.)/2. 
This theorem fo//ows because dther N(zn,X.)  >_ zn or else N(zn,Xn) <_ zn. 
Theorems 4.2-4.8 show that the extended interval Newton method is truly a remarkable algo- 
rithm. Note that it will find all the zeros of a function in a given interval X0 without use of a 
special process uch as deflation. If all the zeros of X0 are simple, the algorithm will typically 
prove the existence of a zero in each remaining subinterval. This is done without extra effort, 
merely by invoking Theorem 4.5. 
Thus, the algorithm can provide a guaranteed count of the number of zeros of a function in 
a given interval. Even if the count is unknown because of the existence of multiple zeros, the 
algorithm provides guaranteed, sharp bounds on all the zeros. 
Stopping criteria are much simpler for the interval Newton method than for the non-interval 
case. The following process can be used. Let the user prescribe an error tolerance, e. Stop 
processing Xn(n = 1,2,3 , . . . )  if either w(zn) < e or Xn = Xn+I. In the former case, the zero 
is bounded as sharply as desired. The latter case occurs when rounding errors are such that no 
further refinement of zn is possible without using higher precision arithmetic. 
In practice, we compute f(zn) and do all other computations in interval arithmetic. If F(zn), 
the interval computed to bound f(zn), contains zero and also 0 E F~(Xn), a special procedure is 
required to assure the bound Xn is as small as possible when w(Xn) > e. Some simple alternative 
procedures are discussed in [14]. 
5. SYSTEMS OF NONL INEAR EQUATIONS 
This section contains ix parts: first, we define interval Newton methods for systems of non- 
linear equations. We observe that although a number of different interval Newton methods have 
been derived, they all have the same basic form. 
Second, an inner iteration is introduced, the purpose of which is to g~in efficiency. 
Third, properties of interval Newton methods are discussed. We stress those desirable proper- 
ties of the univariate interval Newton method that carry over into the multivariate case. 
Fourth, we discuss stopping criteria. The emphasis here is on their simplicity in the interval 
cs~e. 
We conclude this section with a brief comment about the choice of interval Newton methods, 
and some general remarks comparing interval and non-interval methods. Finally, we make an 
observation regarding the computation of the interval Jacobian. 
5.1. Interval Newton Methods 
We now change to vector notation. Let x - (zx, . . .  ,zn) T and g(x) - (g l (x) , . . .  ,gn(x)) T. We 
wish to solve the equation g(x) = 0. 
There are various interval Newton methods for this problem. Following Moore [2], they solve 
(iteratively) a linearized version of g(x) = 0. They differ in the choice of linearization, and in 
how the linearized equations are solved. 
Assume gi(x)(i - 1, . . . ,  n) has a continuous derivative with respect o each variable z l , . . . ,  zn. 
Denote: 
= Og,(x) Oz.~ ' (i = 1 , . . . ,n ;  j = 1, . . . ,  n). 
From the mean value theorem: 
9i(Y) = 9/(x) + (Yl -- z l)  J i l[x "4" t(y - x)] -{- • • • -6" (Yn - zn) Jin[x "4" t(y - x)] 
for some t E [0, 1]. Let X - (Xx, . . .  ,Xn) r be the interval vector 
X = x + [0, 1](y - x). 
Then 
g(y) E g/(x) -i- J (X)(y  - x). (5.1.1) 
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From (5.1.1), we see that if x E X and there is a zero, Y0, of g in X, then Y0 is among the set of 
values of y which solve 
gZ(x) + J (X)(y  - x) = 0 (5.1.2) 
as J (X) takes on its set of values. 
This equation was first derived by Moore [2]. His algorithm was as follows. Let M[J(X)] be 
an interval matrix containing the inverse of J(x) for all x E X. Denote: 
NM(X, X)  = x - M[J(X)]g:(x). (5.1.3) 
Then, from (5.1.2), y E NM(x, X). Given X (°), define the sequence 
x t+ l  = X(t) N NM (x(') ,X(t)) , (/c = 0, 1,2,. . .) ,  
where x (k) E X (k). 
Let B be a real (i.e., non-interval) matrix computed as the approxiamate inverse of some matrix 
contained in J(X). As pointed out in Section 3, it is advantageous in solving linear equations 
such as (5.1.2) to first multiply by B. Thus, we consider: 
A(X)(y - x) = hi(x), (5.1.4) 
where A(X) - B J (X)  and bl(x) = -Bg/ (x ) .  Let 
s = {y  : A (y -x )  = b l (x ) ,  A E A(X)} ,  (5.1.5) 
where A is a real matrix. Let N(x, X) denote an interval vector containing the set s of solutions 
of (5.1.4). An interval Newton algorithm is of the form: given X (°), define 
X(k+l) -- X(k) N N (x(k),X(h)) , (k-- 0,1,2,. . . ) ,  (5.1.6) 
where N (x (k), X(k)) is an interval vector bounding the solution set of 
(5.1.7) 
and x(k) E X (k). Usually x (k) is chosen to be the midpoint of X(k). 
Hansen [16] pointed out that N could be obtained by solving (5.1.7) using an interval version 
of Gaussian elimination. Since then, many interval Newton methods have been proposed. They 
differ only in how N is computed. 
A substantial improvement was made by Krawczyk [17]. He showed that it was possible to 
obtain a non-sharp but adequate bound on the solution set of (5.1.7) by a very simple process. 
Although his method is no longer the best available, it is often discussed in the literature and, 
for completeness, we shall derive it here. 
Adding x - y to both sides of (5.1.4), we can write the result as 
[A (X)  - I ](y - x) + b (x) + x - y ,  (5.1.8) 
where I is the real identity matrix. If y E X, we then see that y E K(x, X), where 
K(x,X)  = b1(x) + x + [I - A(X)](X - x). (5.1.9) 
We have replaced y by X in the left member of (5.1.8) to get (5.1.9). Since A(X) - I should be 
small, this widens the interval K(x, X) only slightly. 
Various improvements of Krawczyk's method have been proposed. For example, see [10,18-20]. 
An alternative to Krawczyk's approach was suggested by Hansen. See [9,10]. Again, a non- 
sharp solution to (5.1.7) is accepted. We solve the i th variable (i - 1,. . . ,  n). This is done in a 
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"sue _¢e~i__'ve iteration" mode in that new information is used as soon as it is avaUsble. Given X(°), 
we compute: 
I '-I )I (k) (k+l) .~i<k) _ .  =~k),,~ ~k)_ ~ Ai j (.,~ _ =Jk,i-1)) _ £ ,As(~ ) (.X,~k) =Jk) /A~/k), 
j----I j----i÷l 
x(k%1) X~ k) N ~/(k) 
(5.1.10) 
for i-- 1, . . . . .  ,n, where B~ k) and A!. h),J denote [b~(x(k)]i and [A(X(k))]~j, respectively. 
This method was observed (see [10]) to be more efficient than Krawczyk's. A plausibility 
argument explaining this fact was given in [10]. A proof was given in [21] for the case in which 
0 ~ A~ ) for all i = 1,..., n. A proof in the general case has been obtained by A. Neum.aier 
(private communication). 
5.~. Inner lfemtions 
Wolfe [22] proposed use of an '~inner iteration" in Krawczyk's method. In the outer iteration 
J (X(k)) and A (X(k)) -- B J  (X(k)) are computed. Then K (x(k),X (k)) is computed from (5.1.9) 
with x(~) equal to the midpoint of X (t). The inner iteration seeks to improve x(~) without 
recomputing J or A. This is done by recomputing K which requires recomputing g. The steps 
of the inner iteration are relatively cheap to perform. 
Hansen and Greenberg [9] proposed an inner iteration to improve x(k) without using interval 
arithmetic. Assume some interval Newton method has produced X(k). To obtain A (X (k)) = 
(B(k)) -1J  (X(h)), we compute an approximate inverse (B(k)) -I of the midpoint J (X(k)). The 
inner iteration is of the form: 
X(k,m+1) X(k,m) (s(k)) -1 (m -- 0, 1,2,... ) (5.2.1) 
with x(k,°) - x(k). 
If x(t,m+1) is not in X (t), we find the point on the boundary of X (k) which is on the line 
connecting X (k'm+l) and x (t'=) and use it as a replacement for x(/c, m + 1). The inner iteration 
stop, when either II/(x II > ½11/(xC*, ))II for some norm or when llf < 
for some e. 
5.3. Properties of Infervai Newton Methods 
The multi-dimensional interval Newton methods have many of the valuable properties of the 
one-dirnensional method escribed in Section 4. In the following theorems, N(x, X) is any interval 
vector containing the solution set of (5.1.2). We assume x E X. 
For the derivation of (5.1,2), we see that the following theorem holds: 
THEOREM 5.3.1. (Moore [2}). If  a solution, y, of g(y) -- 0 exists in X (k), then y E N 
(x(k), X(k)). 
Thus, no zero of g in X (°) is ever lost. As a consequence, we have the following. 
THEOREM 5.3.2. (Moore/2]). / IX  (k) N N (x (k), X (k)) is empty, there is no zero o fg  in X (°). 
We now consider: 
PROPOSITION P. / fN(x ,X)  C X, then there exists a solution ofg = 0 in N(x,X).  
This proposition has been proved for various interval Newton methods. Most proofs are for a 
specific algorithm for computing a particular N(X, x). The authors believe that Proposition P
is true for all interval Newton methods. This would be true if the following conjecture is correct: 
CONJgCTURE. Let so denote the solution set of gl(x) + J (X)(y - x) = 0 (which is equa- 
tion (5.1.2)). /fs0 C X, then there exists a solution ofg = 0 in So. 
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Note that so is contained in the set s given by (5.1.4). All interval Newton methods compute 
a set N(x, X) containing either s or so. If N(x, X) C X, then so C X. Hence, if the conjecture 
is true, then Proposition P is true. 
Proposition P is obviously useful. We shall illustrate its practical utility when discussing 
equality constrained global optimization. See Section 6.3. 
The first proof of Proposition P for an interval Newton method was by W. Kahan [23]. The 
method was rediscovered by Krawczyk (whose name it bears). It is given by (5.1.9). The next 
earliest paper discussing Proposition P (for Moore's method given by (5.1.3)) was be Nickel [11]. 
Proof for Krawczyk's method was rediscovered by Moore [3,24]. Proofs for various methods have 
been published. For example, see [20,25,26]. 
Neumaler [27] proved Proposition P for a rather general class of interval Newton methods. We 
now discuss ome results from his paper. What we describe is less general than what appears in 
his paper. 
Let A denote a real, square matrix and let X denote a real vector. Call an interval matrix A t 
regular if all A E A ~ are regular. This is equivalent to the property that 0 E A1x implies x = 0. 
Following Neumaier [27], we say that an interval mapping (At) -1 is an inverse of a regular 
interval matrix A I if for every real vector, x, 
A E A I :=~ A- ix  E (AI) - lx.  
This definition makes it possible to prove existence and uniqueness of a solution of g(x) = 0 for 
a wide class of interval methods. (See Theorem 5.3.3 below.) Neumaler [27] gives some practical 
realizations of such inverses. 
In the following theorem, proved by Neumaier, we consider the linearization of g = 0 in the 
form: 
g (x) + a(X)(y  - x) = 0, 
which is equation (5.1.2). The theorem holds equally well for the modified form (5.1.4). Recall 
the essential fact that, given X, we have J(x) E J(X) for all x E X. 
THEOREM 5.3.3. Assume J (X) is regular and that ( j / ) - I  is an inverse of J(X). Then denote 
N(x, X) = x - (a l ) - lg I (x) .  
(1) hey E X is a zero of g, then 
y E N(x, X), for a/l x E X. 
(2) he there exists a zero ofg in X, then it is unique. 
(3) If, for some x in the/nterior oleX, 
N(x, X) C X. 
then there exists a (unique) zero ofg in X.  
All the theorems in this section hold, even when relevant intervals are computed using (outward) 
rounding. Rounding merely makes it harder to satisfy the hypotheses. For example, if the interval 
N(x ,X)  in Theorem 5.3.3 is computed to be wider than the exact interval, it merely makes it 
harder to satisfy the condition N(x, X) C X. 
One way of expressing a rate of convergence for interval methods is the following: denote the 
components of an interval vector X by Xi = [ai, bi]. Define the width of X by 
w(X) = max - ai). x_<i_<n (bi 
The rate of convergence of a sequence of vectors, {X(k)} is p if: 
w 
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It seems likely that all or at least most of the interval Newton methods proposed in the literature 
have a convergence rate which is asymptotically quadratic for simple zeros. Thk has been proven 
for some of them. For example see [27,28]. Presumably, it is only a question of how sharply the 
solution set of (5.1.2) is bounded in the particular method. 
Interval Newton methods have reasonably good initial convergences behavior. In the one- 
dimensional case, Theorem 4.8 gives conditions under which the current interval is reduced to less 
than half its length by each Newton step. A similar behavior can occur in the multi-dimensional 
case. 
At the k th step of an interval Newton method, we solve 
(5.3.1) 
See (5.1.7). Assume x(t) is the midpoint of X(t). Let Z (k) denote the interval vector obtained 
as the solution (5.3.1). Suppose a component Z~ t) is either nonnegative or nonpositive for some 
i = 1 , . . . ,n .  Then 
If this occurs for m(1 _< m < n) different values of i, the volume of X (t) is reduced by at least 
a factor of 2 'n. Unfortunately, there do not seem to be any easily verifiable a priori conditions 
which assure 0 g~ Z~ t). For other bounds on the rate of convergence, see [27, Proposition 5]. 
Some methods (especially older ones) fail if X (°) contains more than one zero of g. In this 
case, it is necessary to split the current box in half and apply the method to each half separately. 
For any method, splitting may be desirable to enhance convergence. 
The authors have never heard of a practical problem for which convergence on an interval 
Newton method failed to occur in a reasonable amount of time. It is obviously possible to have 
failure. We need only try to find all solutions of a problem with, say, 10 l° zeros in X (°). 
Interval methods have been designed to find any one solution in X (°) rapidly. For example, 
see [3,29]. 
5.~. Stopping Criteria 
Compared to non-interval methods, stopping criteria for interval Newton methods are much 
easier to implement. A suitable choice is to stop when either w (X (k)) < e for some prescribed e
or else when X (t+l) = X (t). 
The former criterion yields a solution to within a desired tolerance. However, because of round 
off, it may not be possible to satisfy this condition if e is chosen too small. The latter condition 
will always be satisfied eventually because finite precision arithmetic provides limited accuracy. 
It is conceivable that if X (°) is large, we could have X (t+l) = X (t) while X(t) is still large, 
Thus, stopping when X (t+l) = X (t) should not be allowed when w (X (t)) is large. Instead, X (t) 
should be split. 
An interval Newton iteration can also he stopped when [G (X(k))[ < c. Alternatively, it can 
he stopped when w (X (t)) and/or IG (X(k))l is small. 
5.5. Choice of Method 
There are many interval Newton methods. Unfortunately, little work has been done on com- 
paring them in practice, Thus, it is difficult to recommend a specific method. Some of the 
various methods are described in [22,30-34] and the references therein. A comparative study is 
described in [35]. In practice, the authors use an algorithm which differs only in detail from the 
Hansen-Greenberg algorithm in [9]. 
That algorithm combines use of (5.1.10) with interval Ganssian elimination. It also entails an 
inner iteration as described in Section 5.1. It finds and provides guaranteed bounds for all zeros 
in X (°). It is always performed well in practice. 
The steps of the Hansen-Greenberg al orithm are listed in [9]. To conserve space, they will not 
be repeated here. 
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5.6. Comments 
As of this writing, no Newton method has been designed with enhanced convergences to mul- 
tiple zeros. The Hansen-Greenberg al orithm is no exception and could be improved in this 
regard. 
A non-interval method will generally require some form of deflation to find additional solutions 
after the first is located. No such additional effort is needed for interval methods. They find all 
solutions in a given region using only the basic algorithm. 
Various other advantages of interval methods are given is Section 7. 
5. 7. The Jacobian 
We have discussed equation (5.1.2) as if, in the interval Jacobian J(X), every real variable zi 
is replaced by an interval, Xi( i  = 1,... ,n). In fact, almost half may remain real. Thus, the 
solution set of (5.1.2) can be smaller and convergence of interval Newton methods enhanced. We 
shall not discuss this topic here. The interested reader should consult [36,37], and especially [38]. 
6. GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION 
Various authors have stated that it is not possible to know that the global minimum has been 
found. They argue that there is no way of knowing if the objective function dips between sampled 
points to a value which is lower that some local minimum already found. This is incorrect. As 
pointed out in Theorem 2.1, an evaluation of an interval function bounds the range over the input 
interval. As we shall see below, this makes it not only possible but relatively easy, to bound the 
global minimum and know that it is global. See [39]. For a relevant example, see [40]. 
For the problem in which we seek the lowest stationary point of a continuously differentiable 
function f(x) in a box X (°), we already have a method. We know that an interval Newton method 
will find all zeros of the gradient g(x) of f. We can find all the zeros of g in X (°). The one(s) 
where f is smallest is the desired result. 
If f has many stationary points, this is time consuming. It is inefficient in the sense that 
stationary points are not all minima. In what follows, we shall describe how to preclude finding 
maxima, saddle points and non-global minima. 
In the optimization algorithms to be described, we always restrict our search to a finite box X(°). 
In the constrained case, if the feasible region is finite, we can theoretically choose X(°) to contain 
it. In this case, we solve the true problem. 
In the unconstrained case, we actually solve a constrained problem because we search only X(°). 
However, X (°) can generally be chosen quite large. In experiments reported in [41], various 
problems were run with the size of X(°) of order 106. Convergence always occurred. If X (°) does 
not contain the global minimum, we often obtain proof of this fact. See Section 6.1.7. 
If a solution occurs so far from the origin that it cannot be represented in a given computer's 
floating point number system, then it is unlikely to be of practical interest. 
Specialized interval analytic methods have been applied to various classes of optimization 
problem. We begin this topic by mentioning problems and approaches which we shall not discuss 
in detail. 
We shall not consider linear programming. Discussions of use of interval methods for this 
problem can be found in [3,42-44]. 
We shall not consider unconstrained convex programming where there is only one solution. For 
this problem, see [3,45-49]. 
One way of using interval analysis is to compute rror bounds for a local minimum obtained 
by non-interval methods. This is done in [50]. 
Some procedures have been proposed for finding global optima which are simpler, and hence 
less efficient, than what we describe below. Some do not require differentiability of the objective 
function. See [51-55]. These methods are generally directed toward the special problem of 
bounding the range of a function over a box. See also [56-60]. 
For a general discussion of interval methods for global optimization, see [40,44]. 
What we shall describe are algorithms designed for computational efficiency in solving nonlinear 
problems for the global minimum when local (non-global) minima may be present. 
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We begin with unconstrained minimization. Then we introduce inequality constraints and 
finally, equality constraints. 
6.1. Unconstrained Minimization 
We now consider the problem: 
minimize (globally)f(zl,. . . ,  zn), 
where f has continuous first and second derivatives. Actually, we shall solve the problem in 
which x is constrained to be in a given box. We assume the global minimum is in the interior of 
the box. See 6.1.6 for the case in which this assumption is false. 
Our strategy is to delete sub-boxes of X (°) which cannot contain the global minimum. Even- 
tually, only a small region remains which must contain the solution(s). We now describe how 
sub-boxes are deleted. For a more thorough discussion, see [39]. 
A number of techniques are used to delete sub-boxes of X (°) in which the global minimum 
cannot occur. The most useful one is application of an interval Newton method to the gradient g
of f .  We thus seek the stationary points of f as zeros of g. We then introduce various methods 
designed to prevent wasted use of Newton's method. 
In Section 6.1.2, we consider a non-convexity checking procedure designed to prevent the New- 
ton method from seeking a stationary point (of f)  which is not a minimum. In Section 6.1.3, 
we discuss a monotonicity checking procedure which can prevent he Newton method from being 
applied to a sub-box of X (°) which does not contain a stationary point. In Section 6.1.4, we 
describe a procedure which can prevent he Newton method from seeking a minimum which is 
not global. 
We conclude this subsection with a discussion of termination criteria and some general com- 
ments. 
6.1.1. Use of Newton's method 
The most effective tool for deleting sub-boxes composed of non-optimal points is an interval 
Newton method applied to the gradient, g, of the objective function, f .  The global solution 
occurs where g - 0. Suppose we perform one interval Newton step to find the zero(s) of g - 0 
in some box X C X (°). Assume we obtain a new box X e C X. In effect, we have deleted that 
part of X not contained in X ~. From Theorem 5.3.1, any zero ofg in X is also in X ~. Thus, we 
have not deleted the global minimum. 
We can think of our global optimization algorithm as being driven to convergence by the 
interval Newton method. We apply the Newton method initially to X (°) and subsequently to a 
sequence of sub-boxes of X (°). If insufficient progress i  made when applying the Newton method 
to a particular X, we split X in half and apply the Newton method to each part. Thus we are 
always working on some sub-box X of X (°). 
6.1.~. Non-convezity 
We do not want to find all the stationary points of f. We especially do not want to find 
maxima or saddle points. A necessary condition for a point z to be minimum of f is that the 
Hessian matrix h(x) to be positive semidefinite. That is f must be locally convex. We can delete 
a box, X, if we can show that h(x) is not positive definite for any x E X. A simple way to 
do this is as follows: note that the diagonal elements of a positive semidefinite matrix must be 
nonnegative. We evaluate Hit(X)( /= 1, . . . ,n) .  If, for some i = 1, . . . ,n ,  we find Hit(X) < 0, 
then, by Theorem 2.1, hit(x) < 0 for all x E X. Hence, h(x) is not positive semidefinite for any 
x E X; and X can be deleted. 
Conditions other than h~(x) >_ 0 must be satisfied in order that h(x) be positive semidefinite. 
However, they are more complicated. Since we want only a simple quick check, we do not use 
them. 
This process is a simple example of the power of interval analysis. Suppose we find H~i(X) < 0 
for some i = 1,. . . ,  n. Then this simple evaluation of H, (X)  proves that h(x) is not positive 
semidefinite for any of the continuum of points in X. 
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6.1.8. Monotonicitp 
To apply the interval Newton method, we must do quite a bit of work. Before doing so for 
a particular box, X, we make a quick check to see if we can show that X does not contain a 
stationary point. We evaluate Gi(X) for i = 1,. . . ,  n. If for some i, G~(X) ~ 0, then f is a strictly 
monotonic function of zi throughout X. Hence, X can be deleted and the Newton method need 
not be applied. Again, a simple evaluation of G~(X) provides information about the infinite 
number of points in X. 
6.1.4. A bound on f* 
When any new sub-box X of X (°) is generated, we evaluate J at the center, x of X. This is 
done in interval arithmetic and we obtain an interval result []L(x), fR(x)] bounding f(x). Since 
fR(x) > f(x), it follows that fR(x) is an upper bound of ]*, the globally minimum value of f 
in X(°). Let ] denote the smallest such upper bound found at some stage of the application of 
the algorithm. 
This bound ] serves to delete sub-boxes of X(°) in which ] > ]. Without this procedure, 
it would be necessary to iterate the Newton method to convergence for each local minimum, 
Precluding this work is a great saving of effort. 
A simple use of ] is the following: we can evaluate F(X) for a given box, X. Let the result be 
f (X )  = [fL(x),  fR(X)]. If f L (x )  > ], then f(x) > ] for all x G X. Since ] < f*, it follows 
that f(x) > f* for all x • X and we can delete X. 
We can use ] in a more sophisticated way. Expanding f about the midpoint (say x) of X, we 
obtain 
f(y)  • f (x )  + (y - x)TG(X). 
The points y • X for which 
f (x )  + (y - x)TIG(X) > ] (0.1.4.1) 
can be deleted. For details, see [61]. 
In the above, we assume G(X) is obtained by replacing every occurance of zi(i = 1,. . . ,  n) in 
g(zx, . . . ,  zn) by Xi. In practice, some arguments can remain as zi. See [36,37]. This sharpens 
results. 
We also use a second order expansion. See [39]. 
If all local minima in X (°) are wanted, we need only omit the process described in this section 
from the optimization algorithm. 
6.1.5. Termination 
Suppose we evaluate F(X) and obtain [fL(X), fR(x)] .  Denote 
w[F(X)] - JR(X) - fL(X). 
Let error tolerances ez and eF be given. Our algorithm proceeds until w[F(X)] < eF for every 
remaining box, X. We thus assure that the global minimum f* satisfies: 
] -  ev _< f* _< ] (6.1.5.1) 
for the final value of] .  We also guarantee that f (x ) - f  ° < e~, for every point, x, in any remaining 
box. See [39] for details. 
If only one box remains, the point x* at which the global minimum occurs is bounded to within 
a distance ~ If more than one box remains, we cannot say which contains x*. All the boxes or 
a subset of them may contain separate points of global minimum. A stricter tolerance, ez may 
resolve the question. But, higher precision arithmetic may be required. 
It may not always be possible to obtain a single small box containing x°. If f has a continuum 
of points z ° at which f(x*) = f*, the final number of boxes may be large. To avoid this, it is 
possible to replace ] by ] -eF  in the process described in Section 6.1.4. In this case, all of X (°) 
will be deleted. The final value of ] will be such that (6.1.5.1) holds. However, only one point 
will be found which approximates a point ~* of the set of points x* where f is minimal. This 
point is obtained as the last point ~ where f(~) = ]. 
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6.1.6. Numerical results 
The global optimization algorithm briefly described above is given in detail in [39]. It was 
applied to a set of test functions. The numerical results are given [41]. We give a small sample 
of these results here for illustrative purposes. 
Problem (22) of [41], due to Kowalik, is a four variable nonlinear least squares problem. Values 
of f* and x* for this problem, as reported in different publications, have differed in the third 
significant digit. Yet, runtimes to get eight digit accuracy have been cited. Our program produced 
bounds on f* and x* guaranteed correct o ten significant digits. 
For Problem (10) of [41], due to Levy, 
9 
f (x )  : sin 2 ~ryl -I- (Y lO - -  1) 2 -i" ~'-~(Yi -- I )2(1 "4- lOs in 2 ~'Y, - I ) ,  
i----1 
where 
y, - 1 -I" --1--'----~)(z'  (i - 1, ,10). , . . .  
In the initial box, given by X]  °) -- [-10, 10], f has 101° local minima. Our program produced 
guaranteed bounds on f and * x* to within 10 -13 using 17 seconds of computing time on a CDC 
CYBER 175. 
For Problem (4) of [41], 
5 
f (x )= E icce[(i - 1)Zl + 1] E j  cos[(j + 1) z2 - j]. 
i=1 j----1 
This two-dimensional problems has 760 local minima and 18 global minima in X (°), where X~ °) = 
X~ °) = [-10, 10]. Our program separately bounded the 18 solution points with bounds of width 
not exceeding 3.2 × 10 -s in 55.8 seconds. 
As expected, our algorithm is slow on problems with singular Hessians at the solution. See [41]. 
Presumably, special procedures for this case would improve performance. 
Only one failure has been noted to date. See [41]. As X (°) is repeatedly split by our algorithm, 
the number of sub-boxes to be processed grows in an array. For the problem in question, the list 
exceeded available internal storage. This problem has since been solved without diffculty. 
6.1.7. Initial Boz Too Small 
We must choose an initial box X (°). As mentioned earlier, we can choose X (°) to be large to 
ensure it contains the global minimum. But suppose it does not., We will often (but not always) 
obtain proof of this fact. 
Let f denote the smallest value of f at any stationary local minimum in X(°). Assume that 
the sampling procedure to find an upper bound f,  on the global minimum f* (see Section 6.1.4) 
obtains a value such that 
/ - - )~  > eF.  
Then all the local minima will be deleted by the procedure discussed in Section 6.1.4. Non- 
stationary points will be deleted by the Newton method or by the monotonicity check of Sec- 
tion 6.1.3. Thus, all of X(°) will be deleted, in general. 
If so, we have proved that X (°) does not contain the global minimum. In such a case, we can 
continue our search outside X(°). 
6.1.8. Comments 
The global optimization algorithm described above appears to be superior to non-interval 
methods for global optimization problems with local optima. It is fast, reliable and guarantees 
the solution found is global. 
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As would be expected, it usually takes longer for the interval method to find a global optimum 
than it does for a non-interval method to find a local one. Nevertheless, the interval method can 
be used for problems with only one local solution. The extra cost will be payment for the error 
bounds on the solution. If reliability is a question, the extra cost will be for insurance that the 
solution is found. 
6.~. Inequality Constraints 
We now consider the problem: 
minimize (globally) f (x) ,  (6.2.1) 
subject o p,(x) _< 0, (i = 1, . . . ,  m). 
We assume the constraint functions, p, and f have continuous first and second derivatives. 
We shall make use of the Fritz John conditions which necessarily hold at a minimum. W~ write 
them in a form with normalized Lagrange multipliers as: 
m 
uo g(x) -F ~ u, Vpe(x) = O, (6.2.2) 
i=1 
ui p~(x) = O, (i = 1 , . . . ,  m), (6.2.3)  
(8.2.4) E ui = 1, and 
i--I 
u, > 0, (i = 0 , . . . ,  m). (6.2.5) 
The Kuhn-Tucker conditions would be easier to use. However, their use would require the as- 
sumption that the gradients of the set of constraints pi(x)(i = 1, . . . ,  n) be linearly independent 
at a solution. We prefer not to make this assumption. We shall use these necessary conditions 
to (in effect) delete points of X (°) which cannot be a minimum. Using the Fritz John condi- 
tions, we shall not discard a solution occurring where the gradients of the constraints are linearly 
dependent. For a discussion of Fritz John conditions ee, for example [62]. 
When we evaluate p,(x) for some point x, in practice, we obtain an interval [p~(x),p~(x)]. 
We say that x is certainly feasible if p/R(x) _< 0 for all i = 1,. . .  ,m. We say x is certainly feasible 
if p~(z) > 0 for some i = 1, . . . ,  m. If x is neither certainly feasible nor certainly infeasible, then, 
due to round off, we do not know if x is actually feasible or not. In this case, we take no action 
based on feasibility of x. 
When we evaluate P,(X) for some box X, in practice, we obtain [p~(X),p~(X)]. In the same 
way, we say the box X is certainly feasible if p~(X) _< 0 for all i and certainly infeasible if 
p/L(X) > 0 for some i. Note that if X is certainly feasible (infeasible), then every point x 6 X is 
feasible (infeasible). 
Suppose there is no feasible point. In general, this will be proved by the algorithm described 
below because all of X (°) will be deleted. However, there may be "almost feasible" points in the 
sense that a final box X may be infeasible but, because of round off, not certainly infeasible. 
Suppose this is the case and a single box X remains. All we can say is that, if a solution exists, 
then x* 6 X and f* E F(X).  Higher precision arithmetic will be needed to resolve the question 
of existence. 
Now suppose there is at least one feasible point but that either there is no certainly feasible 
point or else the certainly feasible region is so small that no point in it is found. In this case, 
there will be one or more final box. For simplicity, assume there is one box X. Generally, we can 
expect hat the interval Newton method applied to the Fritz John conditions will prove existence 
of a solution. (See Proposition P in Section 5.3.) If so, we know x* E X and f* 6 F(X). If not, 
we only know that is a solution exists, it lies in X and f* E F(X).  In the latter case, higher 
precision arithmetic may be required to prove existence. 
An algorithm for solving problem (6.2.1) is described in [61]. It will serve to solve the problem. 
However, it does not contain use of the Fritz John conditions. We shall briefly describe an 
algorithm accordingly. A more thorough discussion appears in [63]. 
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Our approach is the same as for the unconstrained problem. We start with a box X(°) and 
delete sub-boxes which cannot contain the global minimum. 
If the current box is certainly strictly feasible; that is if/~,(X) < 0 for all i = I , . . . ,  n then any 
solution in X is a stationary point of f .  Hence we proceed exactly as in the unconstrained case 
described in Section 6.1. 
If the current box, X is certainly infeasible, we delete it. If X is neither certainly strictly 
feasible nor certainly infeasible, we use the processes described in the following three sections. 
6.~.1. Newton's Method 
The interval Newton method is applied to the Fritz John conditions. To do so, we may need 
initial bounds on the Lagrange multipliers which enter as new variables. From (6.2.4) and (6.2.5) 
we have O _< ui _< 1(i = 0,1,. .. ,m). In [63], we show that initial bounds on the Lagrange 
multipliers may be provided by the Newton method itself. 
6.~.~. A Bound on f* 
As in the unconstrained case, we obtain and update an upper bound f on the global mini- 
mum f*. As each sub-box X of X (°) is generated, we examine the center, x ofX. I fx  is certainly 
feasible, it is a candidate for x*. Therefore, fR(x) is a candidate for f ,  the smallest upper bound. 
Thus, f is replaced by the smaller of f and f/t(x). 
Any subsequent sub-box, X, is deleted if fL(X) > f .  As before, we also expand f to obtain the 
linear inequality (6.1.4.1). However, instead of using it alone, we combine it with the linearized 
constraint inequalities. See the next section. 
6.~.3. Inequalities 
Let x be the center of a box, X. Expanding the constraint function Pi about x, the inequality 
pi _< 0 becomes 
Pi(x) + (y - x)TGi(X) _< 0, (i = 1,. . . ,  m), 
where gi is the gradient of pi. Points y E X violating this constraint can be deleted. 
We combine these linear inequalities with (6.1.4.1) in the form 
] -  F(x)  - (y - x )TG(X)  _< o 
and use an elimination process to determine a sub-box of points y E X which can be deleted. A 
(more than necessarily complicated) procedure for doing this is given [61]. 
6.~.~. Comments 
Numerical experience using the above algorithm is limited. At this point, we can only say it 
has worked exceptionally well on all of the few problems tried. 
6.8. Equality Constraints 
We now consider the problem 
minimize (globally) f(x), 
subject o qi(x) = 0, (i = 1,. . . ,  r). 
The case with both equality and inequality constraints can be treated by combining the proce- 
dures of this section and Section 6.2. We separate them only to simplify exposition. 
The normalized Fritz John conditions for this problem are 
$. 
u0 g(x) + E v,V qi(x) -- 0, (6.3.1) 
iffil 
q i (x )  - O, ( i  - -  1 , . . . ,  r ) ,  (6.3.2) 
u0 + = 1. (6.3.3) 
i----I 
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A better normalization than (6.3.3) is possible and is described in [63]. To conserve space, we 
shall not discuss it here. We cannot use a normalization like (6.2.4) because v i ( i  = 1,. . .  ,r) may 
be negative and (6.2.4) may not be possible. See [63]. The normalization (6.3.3) yields the initial 
bounds 0 _< u0 ~ 1 and-1  _< v~ _< 1 ( i -  1, . . . , r ) .  
The procedure for this problem involves the same steps as for the inequality constrained case. 
We now describe the slight differences in the nature of the steps. 
The interval Newton method is applied to the Fritz John conditions (6.3.1-6.3.3) instead of 
those in Section 6.2. 
The inequalities pi(x) ~ 0 (i = 1 , . . . ,  m) are replaces by qi(x) ~ 0 and qi(x) ~ 0, which are 
equivalent to qi(x) = 0 (i - 1 , . . . ,  r). 
The main difference is in finding an upper bound, f ,  on f*. A point, x, provides a candidate 
value fR(x), for f only if x is certainly feasible. But, because of round off, we cannot determine 
ff qi(x) = 0 exactly for a given x, in general. Hence, we cannot decide whether x is feasible. 
To resolve this difficulty, we prove that there exists a feasible point in a small box X ~. We then 
bound f over X ~. This provides a candidate value for f .  For details, see [63]. We now sketch the 
procedure. 
Suppose we seek a feasible point in a box, X. Such a point must satisfy the r equa- 
tions (6.3.2). Note that r < n. Denote the components ofX by Xi = [zL,z~] (i = 1, .. .  ,n). Fix 
zi = (z~ ÷ z~) /2  for i = n - r + 1, n - r + 2 , . . . ,  n. Use an interval Newton method to solve 
the system qi(x) = 0 (i = 1,. . .  ,r) for the variables Z l , . . .  ,zr. 
Assume that, for some Newton step, a result corresponding to N(x, X) C X occurs (in the 
r-dimensionai subspace used). Assuming an appropriate interval Newton method is used, Propo- 
sition P in Section 5.3 assures the existence of a solution in the r-dimensional subspace and hence, 
in the original n-dimensional space. Denote the bounding n-dimensional box by X ~ and evaluate 
F(X~). Denote the result by [fL(x~), fR(X~)]. Then fR(X~) is an upper bound for f* and is a 
candidate for f .  
7. THE STEPS OF THE ALGORITHM 
The steps for an unconstrained optimization algorithm were given in [39]. The steps for the 
inequality constrained case were given in [64]. For the case with equality constraints, no box 
can be strictly feasible. Hence, certain procedures uch as those discussed in Sections 6.1.2 
and 6.1.3 cannot be used. In this section, we list the high level steps for the case in which 
equality constraints occur and inequality constraints may or may not occur. 
We assume an initial box X(°) is given and occurs (as the only box) in a list L1 of boxes to 
be processed. If a feasible point, ~, is known, we evaluate F(R) getting [fL(~), fR(~)]. We then 
set ] = fR(:i). If no feasible point is known, we set f - ¢x~. We assume stopping tolerances ez 
and eF are given. 
The steps are follows: 
(1) If the list L1, is empty, go to Step 8. Otherwise, find the box, X, in L1 for which fn (x )  
is smallest. Choose X to be the box to be processed. 
(2) Update ] as described in Section 6.3. 
(3) If ~ E X, set x - ~. Otherwise, set x - re(X) --- midpoint of X. 
(4) If p~(X) > 0 for any i - 1 , . . . ,  m, delete X from LI and go to Step 1. If 0 ¢ Qi(X) for 
some i -- 1 , . . . , r ,  delete X from L1 and go to Step 1. If fL(X)  > f ,  delete X from L1 
and go to Step 1. 
(5) Linearize the inequalities Pi _< 0 (i - 1 , . . . ,m) ,  qi _< 0 (i -- 1 , . . . ,  r), and qi _> 0 (i - 
1 , . . . ,  r). If ] < oo, include the inequality f -  ] _< 0, as described in Section 6.2.3. "Solve" 
the linearized inequalities as described in [61]. If the solution set is empty, delete X from 
L1 and go to Step 1. Otherwise, call the box X (which we hope has been reduced) and go 
to Step 6. 
(6) Do one step of an interval Newton method to solve the John conditions. These conditions 
are given in Section 6.3 with the complementary slackness conditions u ip i  "- 0 ( i  = 
1, . . . ,  ra) added (if there are inequality constraints). Note that "one" step of an interval 
Newton method should include inner iterations as described in Section 5.2. If the solution 
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is empty, delete X from L1 and go to Step 1. Otherwise, call the box X (which we hope 
has been reduced) and go to Step 6. 
(7) Denote the width of X by w(X) and the width of F(X) by w[F(X)]. If w(X) _< ez and, 
w[F(X)] <_ ~F, put X in list L3 and go to Step 1. The current box, X, is (we hope) 
a reduced sub-box, say X, chosen the last time Step 1 was done. If w(X) > 0.75w(X), 
split X into two sub-boxes by bisecting its largest dimension. Put the two sub-boxes in 
list L1 and go to Step 1. If w(X) _< ex, w[F(X)] > eF and Iv(X) < 0.75Iv(X), put X in 
list L2. Otherwise, put X in list L1. In any case, go to Step 1. 
(8) Delete any box, X, from list L2 if fie(X) > f. 
(9) If list L2 is empty, go to Step 10. Otherwise, find the box, X in L2 for which f~(X) is 
smallest. Put this box, X, in list L1 and go to Step 1. 
(10) If list L3 is empty, there is no feasible point in X (°), so terminate. 
(11) Delete any box, X, from L3 for which fL (x )  > J~. 
(12) Let s denote the number of boxes in L3. For each box, Xi, in L3, we have Iv(Xi) _< ~z 
and Iv[F(X)] _< ~F. Evaluate F(Xi) (i = 1,. . . ,  s) getting [fL(Xi), f~(Xi)].  Determine 
f = rain fL(xi) .  Then the globally minimum value or f satisfies f < f* < f and 
i= l , . . . , s  - -  - -  - -  
- _f < ~F- Any global minimum must occur in one or more of the s boxes, Xi. Note 
W(Xl) < ~.  
It is possible that there is no feasible point (that is, no solution ) for the given problem and 
yet the algorithm halts with one or more box in list L 3. This should never occur unless there is 
some point which "almost" satisfies the constraints. 
Generally the existence of a solution will be proved by the algorithm. First, a feasible point may 
be proved to exist by the procedure described in Section 6.3. Second, the interval Newton method 
applied to the John conditions may prove the existence of a local minimum. See Proposition P
in Section 5.3. 
We have very little computational experience with this algorithm. However, it has worked well 
on the problems to which it was applied. 
8. CONCLUSION 
Interval algorithms for systems of equations and optimization do not face some of the diffi- 
culties occuring in their non-interval counterparts. Termination for both types of problem is 
comparatively easy for interval methods. See Sections 5.4 and 6.1.5. Even the best non-interval 
algorithms can terminate prematurely with a poor or totally incorrect answer. This does not 
occur in interval methods. 
Non-interval methods often make heroic efforts to prevent aimless wandering and cycling. 
Complicated line searches are designed with great care. There is no wandering or cycling in 
interval methods. Convergence is monotonic. Line searches are useful for interval methods; but 
convergence will occur no matter now poorly they are implemented. A symptom of the difficulties 
in non-interval methods is the use of trust regions. In a sense, interval methods have one built-in: 
the current box. 
Non-interval methods often solve a sequence of simple problems in order to obtain a solution to 
a desired optimization problem. For example, a nonlinear problem may be solved as a sequence 
of linear programming problems or as a sequence of quadratic problems. Penalty methods often 
solve a sequence of problems with different penalty parameters. Presumably, the need for these 
procedures arises because direct attacks by non-interval methods often fail. Reliability of interval 
methods is not a difficulty. They always seem to work. For an "exception," see Section 6.1.5. 
Suppose agiven constrained optimization problem has no feasible point. A non-interval method 
might make a long fruitless search for a solution and never know whether a solution exists. An 
interval method will generally prove nonexistence of a solution and terminate. 
If the feasible region is small, a non-interval optimization method may spend a large amount 
of effort trying to find (and may never find) a feasible point. But, the smaller the feasible region, 
the faster an interval method will converge. 
Non-interval optimization methods generally require that each new approximate point be fea- 
sible or "nearly feasible." No such restriction occurs in interval methods. 
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On the other hand, complicated sub-algorithms will probably appear in interval methods as 
they evolve. Moreover, interval methods cannot use certain shortcuts uch as updating of the 
Hessian. 
Interval methods are reliable whereas non-interval methods ometimes fail because of flaws in 
design or simply because of rounding errors. Also, interval methods provide guaranteed error 
bounds. For these reasons, some people (including the authors) would always prefer an interval 
method for any new problem. 
Interval Newton methods are generally slower than the non-interval counterpart. Primarily, 
this is due to the slowness of interval arithmetic. The methods hould be comparable in speed 
when hardware interval arithmetic becomes available. 
Interval methods appear to be generally faster than non-interval methods for the global opti- 
rrdzation problem. See [41]. More important, however, is the complete reliability of the interval 
approach. Non-interval methods can fail for several reasons. 
As should, perhaps, be expected, the interval global optimization methods eem to be slower 
than non-interval methods which seek only a local optimum. Hardware for interval arithmetic 
will narrow the efficiency gap. Presumably, when the interval approach is more mature, this gap 
will narrow and, perhaps, even disappear. 
Interval methods are well suited for parallel computation. We need only separate the initial 
region X (°) into parts. Different processors can be applied to each subregion. While the same 
can be said for many non-interval methods, it should be noted that interval methods are among 
the class of algorithms that will be more attractive as parallel computing capabilities develop. 
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